
How you sell

Creating a unique competitive 
edge through the sales experience

is the last advantage



Sustaining competitive advantage is 
increasingly daunting …

The end of “Sustained” competitive advantage

In a world without sustainable competitive advantage, the new path to winning means capturing 
opportunities quickly and exploiting them decisively, then moving on once they are exhausted. Transient 
advantage

Success is now about learning to thrive in a world where unique ideas and insights are assimilated and 
copied rapidly.

The End of Competitive Advantage, Columbia Business School professor and globally recognized strategy expert, Rita Gunther 
McGrath

Illustrated by a single data point

The average lifespan of a company in the S&P 500 has declined from 67 years in the 1920s to 15 years today

For sales organizations, the new reality of transient advantage is hardly good news. Any edge that you (and your 
organization) typically translate into a selling advantage will likely be short-lived.

So the critical question is: “What is your sales organization doing to adapt its thinking and approach to a world 
of transient advantage?”

The average l ifespan of a company 
in the S&P 500 has declined from 
67 years in the 1920s to 15 years 

today. 

Innosight ,  Richard N.  Foster
Standard & Poors



The sales experience plays a significant role in 
customer perception …

77% say salespeople don’t understand their issues and 
where they can help

70% claim salespeople are not prepared for the 
questions they ask

78% of executive buyers claim that salespeople do not 
have relevant examples or case studies to share with 
them

How you sell is the ultimate competitive 
advantage …

53%
Customer loyalty 
driven by the 
sales experience
Gartner Research

But sales organizations are ill equipped to 
capitalize

The sales experience is the ultimate competitive advantage but 
the majority of sales people are not equipped to take 

advantage of this opportunity



A need to develop a collaborative approach to 
selling, as B2B buying changes

In a buyer driven world, sales organizations need to 
develop a collaborative selling approach, if they want to 

remain relevant to their customers.

Information 
empowered buyers

Buyers won’t spend time with sellers who are 
simply “order takers” and don’t bring 
something of value to the table in 
interactions.

94%

Share of B2B buyers 
using digital channels to 
educate themselves and 
complete parts of the 
buying process

-Accenture – 2014 State of B2B 
Procurement Study

Bigger 
buying committees 

Buyers won’t spend time with sellers who 
aren’t able to help them through a buying 
process complicated by involvement of more 
people.  

4

6.8

2009 2017

Number of people 
involved in the average 
B2B buying decision 
(increase of 75%)

- CEB

Consensus driven 
buyers

Buyers won’t spend time with sellers who 
can’t drive a collaborative buying process 
with many different types of decision 
makers involved.

81%

Share of non C-suite 
people who have a 
saying in the decision 
making process

- Google – The Changing face of 
B2B Marketing (2014)



Demand for consultative sales capabilities is 
increasing

In general, number of B2B sales people 
are expected to decline 24% by 2020

The only group of B2B sales people to thrive, 
will be those with consultative/collaborative selling skills

B2B Sellers with consultative/collaborative skills will 
thrive in the future, despite an expected general decline 

in number of sales people

Forecasted development in number of B2B sales reps, US 
Forrester Research

Forecasted development in number of B2B sales reps, US 
Forrester Research, split by sales rep type

+10%

B2B sellers with 
consultative/collaborative skills 

expected to increase…

Other types of B2B sellers 
expected to decrease in number

Seeks collaboration, Shares new 
ideas, Communicates in group 

terms etc.)

Explainer, Order Taker, Pleaser etc.



A structured approach to 
sales development pays 
off

High performers are 
2.5x more likely to have good 
sales development processes in 
place, compared to underperformers

Share of high/moderate/low performing sales teams, 
who have good sales development processes in place
Source: Salesforce (2016) Why Training Your Sales Team is an Investment Worth Making

HIGH 
PERFORMERS

80%

UNDER-
PERFORMERS

33%

MODERATE 
PERFORMERS

51%

2.5x



Sales needs to transform how they educate customers, 
create their value propositions & help them buy

The way 
customers are 

educated

How customer 
value is 

created

How customers 
are helped to 

buy

A need to change 3 critical elements of 
how sellers sell

How customers are educated, how value propositions are created and 
how the buying process is driven  

FROM
The teller & controller

TO
The Collaborative Seller

Telling / explaining 
pitches

Individual, functional specific 
value

Taking complete control of the 
buying process

Facilitating 
dialogue models

Connected,  business-level value 
(pain chains) 

Collaborate, to enable customer to 
drive buying process

To succeed in the future, sellers need to change how the 
educate customers, create value propositions and help 

them, to become collaborative sellers



Making the transition requires three essential 
components; Process, Method & Tools

Process
(What to do)

Method
(How to do it)

Tools
(How to apply it)

Plan Create Qualify Develop Prove Close

… Stimulate Interest 
with Target Buying 

Audience

How to…Identify 
Potential New 

Opportunities in a 
Key Account 

…Uncover and 
Manage Evaluation 

Criteria for Selecting 
a Solution

… Uncover a Potential 
Critical Business Issue 

and Position a 
Potential Solution

… Reach a Final, 
Win-Win Outcome 

for Both Parties

… Manage Proof and 
Position the Value of 
the Actual Solution

White 
Space 
Matrix

Demand 
Creation Plan

and Messaging
Templates 

Sales
Conversation

Model and
Prompter

Buyer-Aligned
Meeting Outline

and Prompter

Joint
Collaboration

Plan

Negotiation
Preparation
Worksheet

Sales organizations with effective training, development & 
onboarding have a strong process, method and toolbox 

foundation in place



Insight: A big mismatch between where learning 
development takes place and how budgets are allocated

About the study: Are companies investing 
in the right development activities?

Budgets should be allocated to the activities where 
leaders expect the highest impact and return on 
investment. 

In people development this means allocating the 
training and development budgets in the way that 
maximizes learning & development.

In his 2004 study, Dr. Brent Peterson of Columbia 
University compared the amount of time that is 
spent developing training and related activities and 
what actually contributes to learning effectiveness.

The conclusion was clear: Only 5% of the typical 
training budget is allocated to post-learning event 
activities, despite the fact that 50% of learning 
effectiveness happens in follow-up activities.

The insight: Only 5% of training budget allocated to the area where 50% 
of learning & development takes place

HOW TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT BUDGETS ARE ALLOCATED VS. 
WHERE LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT TAKES PLACE 

Before During learning activity After

Share of total budget allocated Share learning & development attributed to activity area

5%

50%

85%

24%26%

10%



Solution: Driving mastery and behaviour change 
requires an “LPAC” approach

The LPAC approach to people development
Learn, Practice Apply, Coach in continuous loops

Learn
Consume topical, short mobile  learning lessons

Practice
Complete topical, case study simulation assignments

Apply
Demonstrate through real-world application assignments

Coach
Provide and/or receive coaching reinforcement

In sales organizations, effective learning & development is 
practiced in in short LPAC loops, focused around selected key 
development areas

Both sellers & sales managers need to apply the LPAC 
approach and collaborate through coaching on 
application

Learn Practice Apply

Learn Practice Coach
(Seller)

Coach
(Peer)

Seller

Sales 
Manager



The LPAC approach: Combine foundational learning 
with agile development loops for high impact 
competencies 
Foundational learning

MONTH 1-2

Agile development loops to attain mastery of high impact competencies

MONTHS 3-4 Demand creation (Key competence focus area 1)

Outcome AchievedApplyPracticeLearn

MONTHS 5-6 Consultative sales conversations (focus area 2)

Outcome AchievedApplyPracticeLearn

MONTHS 7-8 Competitive selling (focus area 3)

Outcome AchievedApplyPracticeLearn

High impact on 
learning, development 
& results

High effectiveness of 
sales training & 
development

High return on 
investment

Coach

Coach

Coach



The finishing touch: Next generation CRM-integrated 
performance tools that provide intelligent assistance 

Tool example 1: 
Conversational Guidance

Tool example 2: Strength of 
Sale Validation

Tool example 3: Real-time 
Buyer Collaboration

Tool example 4: Seamless 
Buyer-Seller Communication

SPI-1 enables your sellers to master 
the art of Consultative Sales 
Conversations. Based on industry and 
role, sellers will see marketing 
approved pains, reasons, questions to 
ask, and simple ways to convey your 
key capabilities.

Objectively assess opportunities to 
define your plan to win. 
Opportunities are graded on critical 
success criteria and provide clear 
path for coaching.

Build and share a mutually agreed 
upon plan with your buyer, so that 
you have a proven strategy to win 
each opportunity

Engage your buyers so they take 
action by providing tailored follow-up 
responses throughout the sales cycle



Outperform competition by 
differentiating on how you sell.
Get in touch with local office leaders, to learn more about how to start your performance  
journey 

NORTH AMERICA
Robert Kear
CTO
rkear@spisales.com
+1 704 227 6500

EUROPE
Steven Vantongelen
Executive VP
svantongelen@spisales.com
+32 2 2525004

UK
Jon Ticehurst
Senior Consultant
jticehurst@spisales.com
+44 203 283 4090

GREATER CHINA
Lawrence Lee
GM
Llee@cn.pisales.com
+86 10 8574 3458
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